Bonhams London to Brighton Veteran Car Run
supported by Hiscox
2018 Awards
Harrods Heritage Award
In recognition of the best restoration or heritage project
Winner: Aros Motorveteraner Restoration Team for their Vabis restoration
Hagerty Achievement Award
Goes to the party or parties who have shown outstanding commitment to the event either in the past
12 months or over the years.
Winner: Robert Brooks, the former Chairman of Bonhams

Peter Foubister Award
In recognition of inspiring the next generation
Winner: Imperial College Faculty of Engineering
Best Period Dress
For the vehicle, drivers and passengers who will be wearing appropriate period dress that, in the view
of the judges, symbolises the veteran era.
Winner: Car 204, Mr Christopher Atkinson, driving a 1903 De Dion Bouton
Regularity Time Trial
For the vehicle that achieves an average speed as close as close as possible to the nominated target
over a section of the Run.
Winner: Car 277, Mr Paul Kelling driving a 1904 Oldsmobile
Best International Entry
For the vehicle or entrant or driver that is not from the UK. If awarded to the vehicle there is no
specific or technical criteria, but given to the car selected as the Judges favourite of the day for
whatever reason. If it is for the entrant or driver it is because they exhibit real passion and enthusiasm
for the Run.
Winner: Car 257 and 419, Robert McKeown, driving a 1903 Packard and 1902c Packard
Reason: For his determination to get his cars to the Run. Robert, had to fly his cars via Air Cargo.

The Ray Tindle Cup
To acknowledge and celebrate a participant demonstrating the "Spirit of the Event". The Ray Tindle
Cup recognises the resolute and persevering participant for whom the event is a challenging
adventure.
Winner: 750 Motor Club
Reason: For marshalling in Hyde Park for the last 40 years
VCR Volunteer of the Year
To acknowledge and celebrate a volunteer demonstrating dedicated and exceptional support of the
Run.
Winner: Nick Lovell
Reason: For his longstanding service (43 years) to the Veteran Car Run timekeeping team.

